OUR MISSION

T’ruah: The Rabbinic Call for Human Rights brings together rabbis and cantors from all streams of Judaism, together with all members of the Jewish community, to act on the Jewish imperative to respect and advance the human rights of all people.
Since 2002, T’ruah has organized and trained more than 2,000 rabbis and cantors in the United States and Canada to be moral leaders. These leaders guide Jewish communities to help protect and advance human rights in North America, Israel, and the occupied Palestinian territories.

This annual report looks at our year from October 2019 to September 2020. It was a year that included the start of a global pandemic, major threats to American democracy, political upheaval in Israel, and racial justice uprisings that inspired a new national conversation on the legacy of racism in the United States.

Throughout this turbulent year, T’ruah’s two decades of training rabbis and cantors enabled us to rise to the challenges of the moment, responding to the ways the pandemic exacerbated existing inequality and mobilizing our network to stand up for the human rights of those most affected.

This is our reflection on an unprecedented year and how it can inform our work ahead.
Fiscal Year 2020
BY THE NUMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>70 SYNAGOGUES</th>
<th>50 RABBINICAL AND CANTORIAL STUDENTS</th>
<th>23 RABBIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>committed to supporting immigrants threatened with deportation, through Mikdash, the T’ruah sanctuary network</td>
<td>spending their required academic year in Israel met Israeli and Palestinian human rights leaders, and got on-the-ground experience through T’ruah’s year-long human rights program</td>
<td>visited the Mexican border to witness the crisis for asylum seekers and immigrants, and to bring these stories home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T’ruah supporters purchased</th>
<th>360 TREES</th>
<th>800 RABBIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for planting on both sides of the Green Line — at a school in West Jerusalem, and in the West Bank village of Susya, to replace trees destroyed by settlers</td>
<td></td>
<td>took action to protest the Israeli government’s plan to annex the West Bank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50 RABBIS AND JEWISH COMMUNITY LEADERS</th>
<th>8 SCHOLARS</th>
<th>955 PEOPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>visited the Legacy Museum and National Memorial for Peace and Justice in Montgomery, AL, to learn about the history of racial violence and to recommit to fighting its ongoing manifestations</td>
<td>worked with T’ruah to produce thought leadership on human rights concerns in the pandemic through the Jewish Law and Ethics Hackathon</td>
<td>used our human rights haggadah at their seders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4,900 ACTIONS</th>
<th>3,127 INDIVIDUAL DONORS MADE IT POSSIBLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T’ruah members and supporters took</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>360 TREES</th>
<th>8 SCHOLARS</th>
<th>190 RABBIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>joined T’ruah virtual trainings on human rights issues of the moment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a Jew and a rabbi I know that I must stand and march, largely due to T’ruah’s constant insistence that the values of equality and dignity remain deeply connected to and animated by our Torah.

RABBI AARON ALEXANDER
ADAS ISRAEL CONGREGATION
WASHINGTON, DC
In 2019 and 2020, T’ruah showed up.

**WE SHOWED UP FOR MIGRANT JUSTICE.**
In November 2019, T’ruah and HIAS brought 23 Jewish leaders to the El Paso, TX, border to bear witness and to bring our collective moral voice to stand with immigrants and asylum seekers. This trip built on our Tisha B’Av actions to #CloseTheCamps in August 2019 when we held 56 vigils and protests outside ICE offices, and on previous delegations to the border in Texas and California.

**WE ORGANIZED AGAINST ANNEXATION.**
In partnership with other members of the Progressive Israel Network we gathered signatures from more than 800 rabbis and cantors on a public letter opposing annexation.

**WE DEFENDED CONSUMER BOYCOTTS AND FREE SPEECH IN TEXAS.**
In 2017, Texas passed a law requiring state contractors to pledge not to boycott Israel. In 2018, a school speech pathologist refused to sign it, lost her job, and filed suit. We filed an amicus brief in December supporting free speech, which includes speech with which one might disagree. We have filed similar amicus briefs in Arkansas and Georgia.

**WE HELPED RABBINICAL STUDENTS JOIN THE FIGHT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS.**
During the 2019-2020 academic year, 80% of North American rabbinical students spending their required year in Israel took part in our year-long human rights program. Students learned about eviction battles in East Jerusalem, visited asylum seekers in Tel Aviv, spent a day in a military court in the West Bank, met with both Israeli and Palestinian human rights leaders, and learned skills to bring these stories back to their own communities now and in the future.

**WE ORGANIZED FOR WORKER JUSTICE.**
T’ruah continued our longstanding support for the Campaign for Fair Food by organizing our members to support farmworkers, including mobilizing Jewish shareholders in The Wendy’s Company to pass their speaking slots at the company’s Annual General Meeting to farmworkers. As a founding member of the Worker-Driven Social Responsibility Network, we campaign for fair working conditions and an end to trafficking in the supply chain in multiple industries.

**WE FOUGHT GENOCIDE.**
Together with the Coalition to End Forced Labour in the Uyghur Region, we called on major clothing companies to stop buying Chinese cotton, which comes from Xinjiang Province where Uyghur Muslims face human rights abuses and genocide. We also joined the Jewish Rohingya Justice Network in organizing rabbis and cantors to support the Burma Human Rights and Freedom Act of 2019.
WE PREPARED JEWISH LEADERS FOR CRITICAL QUESTIONS ABOUT RACISM.
In January, 50 rabbis and lay leaders traveled with Truah to Montgomery, AL, to visit the Legacy Museum and National Memorial for Peace and Justice and learn about the history of racial violence, and about how to work for racial justice in our own communities.

WE WORKED TO HELP END SOLITARY CONFINEMENT IN NEW YORK.
For eight years, Truah organized New York State rabbis, cantors, and communities to support the Humane Alternatives to Long-Term Solitary Confinement (HALT) Act, as a member of the Coalition for Alternatives to Isolated Confinement. The HALT Act sets a 15-day limit on stays in solitary and ends the use of this punishment for the most vulnerable populations. Given the high rate of death by suicide during and after solitary, this law will save lives.

In April 2021, Governor Cuomo signed the HALT Act into law.

WE ADVOCATED FOR SAFER CONDITIONS FOR FLORIDA FARMWORKERS.
As COVID began, our members and supporters made phone calls to Florida Governor Ron DeSantis to bring mobile COVID testing units to locations accessible to farmworkers as well as to provide PPE for farmworkers. This advocacy succeeded in increasing access to testing for farmworkers.

WE SUPPORTED RABBIS THROUGH 2020’S RACIAL JUSTICE UPRISINGS.
In the wake of the murder of George Floyd, Truah supported rabbis across the country in protesting, as we have done in similar situations since the 2014 uprising in Ferguson. In July, Truah rabbis in Oregon, many of whom were joining other interfaith leaders in serving as a buffer between police and protesters, called on the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security to recall federal forces from Portland.

WE ORGANIZED TO ADVOCATE VIRTUALLY FOR THE RIGHTS OF IMMIGRANTS, ASYLUM SEEKERS, AND REFUGEES.
On Tisha B’Av 2020, 1,200 members and supporters took part in a virtual action in which we called our representatives and urged them to tell ICE to release children together with their families.

WE PREPARED RABBIS FOR ELECTION RESPONSE.
In September and October, as the presidential election loomed large, we began preparing rabbis and cantors to help counter misinformation, and partnered with Election Defenders to train more than 200 rabbis to volunteer at polling stations, to prevent intimidation and calm any tensions. We also partnered with Faith Matters Network, a Black women-led organization, to train 80 rabbis in Movement Chaplaincy, to offer spiritual care in protests, and to justice movements and leaders.

AND WE TRAINED OUR NEXT HUMAN RIGHTS LEADERS.
Six rabbinical students, selected through a competitive process, took part in the Truah Summer Fellowship in Human Rights, a full-time program through which future clergy gain on-the-ground experience in New York-based human rights organizations, study Jewish texts, and gain the skills they need to be moral leaders.
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Our work is grounded in communities throughout 47 U.S. states, 5 Canadian provinces, Israel, and the Palestinian territories — with sanctuary synagogues in almost 70 cities.

These are the locations where our work was in progress as the COVID-19 pandemic began. Many of our in-person programs stopped in March 2020, halfway through this fiscal year. Instead, like so many organizations, we made a rapid and intense pivot to virtual events and continued nearly all of this work remotely through the remainder of the year. Our virtual events and actions attracted even more participants than in-person programs ever could.

We laid the groundwork for T’ruah clusters in New York, Boston, the Bay Area, and Chicago. Through these clusters, rabbis and cantors from all denominations work together and in coalitions across lines of difference to make concrete change in their own communities.
Here are just some of the actions we took during 2019 and 2020.

- **ALBANY, NY**: Halt Act against solitary confinement
- **BERGEN COUNTY, NJ**: Solidarity with detained immigrants on hunger strike
- **BOSTON, MA**: Migrant justice solidarity
- **PORTLAND, OR**: Rabbis call for National Guard to leave
- **BAY AREA**: Building a local network of leaders
- **CHICAGO, IL**: Immigration actions
- **ALBANY, NY**: Migrant justice solidarity
- **MONTGOMERY, AL**: 50 rabbis visit the National Memorial for Peace and Justice and the Legacy Museum
- **FLORIDA**: Solidarity with Immokalee workers
- **EL PASO, TX**: 23 rabbis visit the border crossing in Juarez
- **OFER**: Military Court visits
- **TEL AVIV**: Visiting asylum seekers
- **GAZA**: Skype conversation with Gisha field organizer
- **JERUSALEM**: Training the next generation of rabbis and cantors to be moral leaders
- **SOUTH HEBRON HILLS**: Community tour with Breaking the Silence
- **SUSYA**: Visiting Palestinian residents of the West Bank & Tree plantings with Combatants for Peace
I don't know why I was worthy of the gift of this fellowship, but it was truly transformational. I notice the shifts in my perspective in perceptible ways, as I ask new questions, see things from multiple views, and have kind of lost a naivete surrounding certain assumptions. I look forward to keep learning from you, my peers and the world.

TANYA FARBER
YESHIVAT MAHARAT ('21), SUMMER FELLOW 2020
In May, T’ruah launched “Jewish Law and Ethics: a hackathon for the age of COVID-19,” with the goal of applying Jewish wisdom, including halakhah (Jewish law), history, ethics, and lived experience, to ethical and human rights questions of COVID-19. Over the summer, eight Jewish scholars examined four fundamental questions:

1) Should people in need be able to stop paying rent in a crisis?
   Read the findings.

2) How much must we give up to save lives?
   Read the findings.

3) How do employers treat workers fairly when there is no work?
   Read the findings.

4) How do we make wise choices that protect both public health and private liberty?
   Read the findings.

The hackathon was not simply a scholarly exercise; we shared these findings in ways that rabbis, educators, and interested members of the Jewish community can use. We published a series of short, two-minute videos and text-sheets for rabbis and other educators to use, and engaged more than 600 people in online study sessions.

We also published longer papers that dove deep into Jewish sources to propose approaches to pressing concerns.

T’ruah has long been committed to rooting our work deep in Jewish text, history, and wisdom, and to building our moral leadership on this foundation. The onset of COVID opened major human rights questions, and demanded moral leadership.

T’ruah stepped up to answer the toughest questions about ethics and inequality during the pandemic. This type of thought leadership will be a larger portion of our work in the years ahead.
HONORING HUMAN RIGHTS HEROES

In June, we honored human rights heroes at T’ruah’s 2020 Gala. Our six honorees exemplify T’ruah’s call to protect and advance human rights. We were grateful to be able to celebrate their work along with more than 1,450 households who joined us for the virtual event.

“We learned that what’s satisfying to an activist is not always helpful to the vulnerable.”
Rabbi Aaron Brusso

“If the Torah is true in all time, then the Torah is true in this time. And it must be speaking to us in this moment.”
Maharat Rori Picker Neiss

“We who believe in human rights need to engage every single one of our collective beings to fight for justice.”
Randi Weingarten

“What after all is the work of human rights? Naso et rosh. “Lift the head,” and you see the face, see the eyes, hear the voice. Lift every head.”
Rabbi Ellen Lippmann

“In the Five Books of Moses, God says more than 50 times to love the stranger because we were strangers in the Land of Egypt. Our government has forgotten that. But many of us have not, and that’s why we are trying to help.”
Moses Silverman

“It’s not about extraordinary leaders doing extraordinary things. But it’s about ordinary people, all of our story.”
Rabbi Rachel Kahn-Troster
“T’ruah has taken me places where my rabbinical school can’t.”

KELLY WHITEHEAD
T’RUAH YEAR IN ISRAEL PARTICIPANT

Even before I entered rabbinical school, I knew I wanted to be involved in social justice activism. That was very much part of my considerations as I applied to school and thought about how to make the most of my time in Jerusalem. As I spoke with other students, I heard that if I wanted Palestine issues to be part of my rabbinical school experience, T’ruah was the organization to help make it happen.

When I arrived in Israel, I was really surprised to learn that the progressive left is a lot smaller here than it is in the U.S. Luckily, T’ruah showed me that there is a justice-minded network in Israel, fighting for human rights for everyone. T’ruah has important connections with Palestinians, other Jews, and Israelis of many different identities, and being with these individuals has fundamentally changed my experience here.

We have a lot of power as Americans, both financially and with our moral voice. People look to us as leaders and T’ruah takes advantage of that in the best way. T’ruah helps us bring back to the United States stories of Palestinians who are not allowed to travel there, and connects us to the network of people working for justice in both Israel and Palestine.

T’ruah has taken me places where my rabbinical school won’t, and has helped me experience things that will shape my leadership for the rest of my life. The organization has given me a firsthand understanding of what’s happening and I’ll carry that into my leadership.
$1,880,431
TOTAL BUDGET FOR THE FISCAL YEAR

WE RAISED...

$879,000
IN TOTAL INDIVIDUAL GIFTS.

WHICH WAS MADE POSSIBLE BY

3,127 DONORS WHO MADE

4,415 DONATIONS.

180 PEOPLE
BECAME MONTHLY DONORS.

$278,000
WAS RAISED FROM OUR ANNUAL GALA.

$602,944
CAME FROM INSTITUTIONAL DONORS.

AND

$80,559
WAS EARNED INCOME.

ASSETS
FY20: $395,044
FY19: $187,288
PROGRAM EXPENSES

Salaries 52.2%
Rent and utilities 8.5%
Professional fees 7.4%
Printing and copying 2.7%
Telephone & electronic communications 3.9%
Direct expenses 5.8%
Payroll taxes & employee benefits 11.9%
Depreciation 1.1%

EXPENSES IN PROGRAM, FUNDRAISING, AND ADMINISTRATIVE CATEGORIES

Program Expenses
Fundraising Expenses
Admin Expenses
FISCAL YEAR 2020
BOARD MEMBERS

Rabbi Ken Chasen, Co-chair
Senior Rabbi, Leo Baeck Temple, Los Angeles, CA

Rabbi Nancy H. Wiener, Co-chair
Steinberg Distinguished Professor in Human Relations; Founding Director, Blaustein Center for Pastoral Counseling, HUC-JIR/New York

Eric Sloan, Treasurer
Partner, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP

Rabbi Michael Adam Latz,
Immediate Past Co-Chair
Lead Rabbi, Shir Tikvah Congregation, Minneapolis, MN

Rabbi Lester Bronstein, Vice-chair
Rabbi, Bet Am Shalom Synagogue, White Plains, NY

Rabbi Ayelet Cohen
Senior Director, New Israel Fund, New York/Tri-State Region

Janice Fine
Professor, School of Management and Labor Relations, Rutgers University

Joshua Friedes
Strategist, fundraiser and organizer

Rabbi Rachel Gartner
Director for Jewish Life, Georgetown University

Anne Germanacos
Writer, activist and educator

Marc Gross
Senior Counsel, Pomerantz LLP

Rabbi Lizzi Heydemann
Founder, Mishkan Chicago, Chicago, IL

Rabbi Georgette Kennebrae
Spiritual Leader, Mikvé Israel–Emanuel, Curaçao

Rabbi Esther L. Lederman
Director of Congregational Innovation, Union for Reform Judaism

Rabbi Michael Lezak
Rabbi, Glide Center for Social Justice

Rabbi Ellen Lippmann
Founder and Rabbi Emerita, Kolot Chayeinu, Brooklyn, NY

Rabbi William Plevan, Ph.D.
Independent scholar and educator; Adjunct Professor, Gratz College

Rabbi Eric Solomon
Rabbi, Beth Meyer Synagogue, Raleigh, NC

Rabbi Toba Spitzer
Spiritual Leader, Congregation Dorshei Tzedek, Newton, MA

David P. Stone
Retired Partner, Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP

Rabbi Susan Talve
Founding Rabbi, Central Reform Congregation, St. Louis, MO

Rabbi Anna Boswell-Levy
Spiritual Leader, Congregation Kol Emet, Yardley, PA

Rabbi Mordechai Liebling
Interim Director of Organizing, POWER Interfaith

Rabbi Paula Marcus
Senior Rabbi, Temple Beth El, Aptos, CA
THANK YOU
TO OUR FISCAL YEAR 2020 SUPPORTERS

$100,000+
Anne Germanacos
The Nathan Cummings Foundation

$50,000–$99,999
Marc Gross and Susan Ochshorn

$20,000–$49,999
The Arnow Family Fund, Inc.
Atran Foundation Inc.
Neil Barsky
Jon Lopatin and Dr. Brenda Berry
E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation
Sally Gottesman
Michael and Alice Kuhn
The Morton K. and Jane Blaustein Foundation, Inc.
Moses Silverman and Betty Robbins
Vivian and Paul Olum Charitable Foundation
Lois Whitman

$10,000–$19,999
Anonymous
Audrey Irmas Foundation for Social Justice
Nancy Bernstein and Robert Schoen
Paul and Joanne Egerman
Fohs Foundation
The Jacob and Malka Goldfarb Charitable Foundation
Jewish Social Justice Roundtable
Jewish Women’s Foundation of New York
Dr. Anthony Lake and Julie Katzman
Nancy Meyer and Marc Weiss
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison
Kathleen Peratis
Lili Perski
David Roberts and Sue Fischlowitz
Abby Sher
Michael Skloff
Eric Sloan and Dominique Bravo
Rabbi Ruth Sohn
and Rabbi Dr. Reuven Firestone
David Stone
Sid Topol
$5,000–$9,999

Ron Beller
Michael Bien
Jeannie Blaustein and Peter Bokor
Marjorie Cahn
Barbara Dobkin
Alisa and Dan Doctoroff
Eleanor Friedman and Jonathan Cohen
Rabbi Beth Janus
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation
Marina and Stephen Kaufman
George Krupp
Luis and Lee Lainer
Sara and Dr. Andrew Litt
Merle S. Cahn Foundation
Quail Roost Foundation
Elaine Reuben
Samuel Rubin Foundation, Inc.
Jeffrey Schwarz
Sidney Stern Memorial Trust
Rabbi Becky Silverstein and Naomi Sobel
Mary Ann Stein
Deborah and Jim Stein Sharpe
Alan Sussman
Mitchell Udell and Patricia Pickman
Marc Waldor and Dr. Nancy Long
Sybil and Steven Wolin

$1,000–$4,999

Patrice Aaron
David and Maddy Arnow
Rabbi Noah and Tamara Arnow
Jeremy Avins
Benjamin and Susan Baxt
Rachel and Nathan Bearman
Dr. Barbara Beck
James Beers
Max Berger
Richard and Made Berg
Susan Berrin and Steven Zipperstein
Rabbi Jonathan Blake
Louis Bradbury
Martin and Shirley Bresler
Rabbi Lester Bronstein
and Cantor Benjie Schiller
Connie Bruck and Mel Levine
Rabbi Aaron Brusso and Hana Gruenberg
David Bucher
Central Synagogue
Rabbi Ken M. Chasen
Anla Cheng
Kathy and Stuart Chiron
Community House Church
Rabbi Joshua Davidson
Rise Dimson and John Hatleberg
Dr. David Michaels and Gail Dratch
James and Susan Dubin
Rabbi Judith Edelstein and James Meier
Rabbi Dennis Eisner
Robert Elliott and Charles Wantman
Neil Faden and Marisa Jackson
David Feltman
Lori and Mark Fife
Mark Finklestein
Jennifer Foster
Joshua Friedes
Ellen Friedman and Louis Blumberg
Harry and Debra Frischer
Rabbi Nancy Fuchs Kreimer
and Seth Kreimer
David Ebenbach and Rabbi Rachel Gartner
Susan and Chris Gifford
Elisabeth Gitter
James Golden and Phillip Saperia
Norbert Goldfield and Sandra Matthews
Margery Goldman
John Golieb
Joanna Goodwin Friedman
Bennett and Marcy Grau
Rachel Ratner and Richard Greenspan
Thomas Green
Renata Grossi
Nancy Grossman Leon and Irving Leon
Stanley Grossman
Rabbi Tom Guthertz
Andrew Halpert and Rabbi Jane Kanarek
Rabbi Lindsey Healey-Pollack
Kari Hexem and Adam Gordon
Michael Hirschhorn and Jimena Martinez
Dr. Neal Hoffman and Andrew Ingall
Kohenet Judy Hollander
Karen and Michael Jones
Rabbi Randy Kafka
Rabbi Jennifer Kaluzny
Joan Karlin and Paul Resnick
Neil Klar
Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum
and Randi Weingarten
Lisa Kohn and Harvey Nathan
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$1,000–$4,999

Geoff Kors and James Williamson
Rabbi Esther Lederman
David and Cheri Levenson
Rabbi Daniel Levin
Josh and Debra Levin
Rabbi Sheldon and Lorrin Lewis
Rabbi Michael L. Lezak
and Rabbi Noa Kushner
Rabbi Ellen Lippmann
and Kathryn Conroy
Denise Littlefield Sobel
Rabbi Andrea and Dan London
Rabbi Paula Marcus
and Rabbi Aryeh Nanas
Steven and Jeanne Marcus
Suzy Marks
Rabbi Jose Rolando Matalon
Max and Tillie Rosenn Foundation
Barbara Meislin
Eric Mendelsohn
Joel Mesznik
David Miner
Rabbi Joel Mosbacher
Rabbi Anat Moskowitz and Jeffrey Bain
Judy Nadell
Mark and Patricia Nussbaum
Rabbi Suzanne and Andrew Offit
Dr. Marcy Oppenheimer
and Joseph Neale
Carol Ostrow and Michael Graff
Russell Pearce and Michele Hirshman
Maharat Rori Picker Neiss
and Russel Neiss
Betsy and Kenneth Plevan
Rabbi William Plevan
and Sara Shapiro-Plevan
Gayle Pomerantz
Pomerantz LLP
Amy Rader
Ariella and Michael Radwin
Dr. Andrew Rehfeld
and Dr. Miggie Greenberg
Dr. William Resnick
and Michael Stubbs
Mark Richard
Rabbi Elizabeth Richman
and Dr. Ben Dreyfus Heidi Rieger
Jean Rivkin
Corinne and Ivan Rosenberg
Rabbi Jeffrey Roth
and Rabbi Joanna Lee Katz
Paul and Ellen Roth
Rabbi Peter and Kerry Rubinstein
Sarah and Jack Sasson

Suzanne Schecter
Judith Scheuer and Joseph Mellicker
Robert Schloss and Emily Sack
Rabbi Fred Schwalb
Jodi Schwartz and Steven Richman
Larry Schwartz and Shelley Levine
Rabbi Dr. Sid Schwarz and Sandy Perlstein
Laura Shapiro Kramer and Jay Kramer
Evely Laser Shlensky
and Rabbi Ira Youdovin
Rabbi Beth and Rabbi Jonathan Singer
Rabbi Steven and Rabbi Rebecca Sirbu
Rabbi Jonathan Slater
and Barbara Schecter
Rabbi Amy and Bob Small
Aviam Soifer and Marlene Booth
Rabbi Eric and Rabbi Jennifer Solomon
Rabbi Toba Spitzer
Rabbi Margot Stein and Rabbi Myriam Klotz
Rabbi Shira Stutman and Russell Shaw
Susan Berrin Charity Circle
Rabbi Susan Talve
Richard and Ann Tavan
Temple Beth Sholom
Rabbi Elliott Tepperman
Rabbi David and Betsy Teutsch
Judith Tuller
Rabbi Cantor Angela Warnick Buchdahl
Stuart Warren
Rabbi Elyse Wechterman
and David Nerenberg
Rabbi Sheila Weinberg
Dr. Howard Wial
Thomas and Jane Wilner
Dr. Edward Witten and Dr. Chiara Nappi
Rabbi Joseph Wolf and Lisa Racker
Max Yaffe
Anthony Yoseloff
Micha...
$500-$999

Sandra Abramson
Mark Alcott
Marsha and Thomas Alperin
Arlene Alpert Mehlman
and David Mehlman
Rabbi Steven and Merryl Altarescu
Rabbi Melanie Aron and Michael Dine
Marcy Aufrichtig
Robert Bank
Rabbi Benjamin Barnett
Rabbi Jim and Amy Bennett
Dr. Martin Bialer
Eric Biel
Rabbi Barry Block
Sheila Blum and Frederick Morse
Sheila Bock
Rabbi Mark Borovitz and Harriet Rossetto
Rabbi Sharon Brous
Dr. Miriam and Robert Caslow
Rabbi Marc Margolius
and Rabbi Ayelet Cohen
Dr. Elaine Cohen
Diana Cohn
Rabbi Shagar Colt
Compton Foundation
Rabbi Elliot and Debbie Cosgrove
Rabbi Julie Danan
Dr. Andrew Dannenberg
Rabbi Justin David and Judy Wolf
Lynne and Van Davis
Linda Dishner
Rabbi George and Susan Driesen
Rabbi Amy Elberg
Dr. Robert Factor
and Kristina Rasmussen
Rabbi Chuck and Krayna Feinberg
Rabbi Tirzah Firestone
and David Friedman
Kiera Flynn
Rabbi Everett and Dr. Mary Gendler
Francesca and Brad German
Rabbi Philip Gibbs
Peter Gillespie and Margaret Taylor
Jay Golan and Rabbi Barat Ellman
Vic Goldberg and Pat Waldeck
Rabbi Rachel Goldenberg
and Jim Talbott
Rabbi Andrea Goldstein
Rabbi Lauren Grabelle Herrmann
Rabbi Suzanne Griffl
and Saul Weiner
Carol Gross
Kathy Heinzelman
Ira Helf and John Knoebel
Joshua and Amanda Hertz
Rabbi Lizzi Heydemann
Rabbi Lauren Holtzblatt
Rabbi Linda Holtzman
and Elisabeth Conston
Rabbi Shirley Idelson
Rabbi Jill Jacobs and Rabbi Guy Austrian
Rabbi Rick Jacobs and Susan Freedman
Greg and Maria Jobin-Leeds
Chavi Karkowsky and Josh Greenfield
Karen Karl and John Heidema
Rabbi Nancy Kasten and Rabbi David Stern
Deana Katz
Rabbi Paul Kipnes
Idit Klein and Jordan Namerow
Rabbi Jason Klein
Rabbi Malkah Binah Klein
and Dr. Neysa Nevins
Charles Koppelman
Rabbi Irwin Kula and Dana Kurzweil
Gil Kulick and Anita Altman
Jeanney Kutner
Edward Labaton
Berel Lang
Prof. Sue Lancer and Jo Radner
Rabbi Michael Adam Latz
and Michael Simon
Lance and Mary Laver
Rabbi David and Sascha Lazar
Rabbi Michael Lerner
Leslie Lewinter-Suskind
and Robert Suskind
Ava Liberman
Rabbi Mordechai Liebling and Lynne Iser
Rabbi Jonathan Lipnick and Susan Scheuer
Rabbi Richard Litvak
Rabbi Steven Lowenstein
Ruth Messinger and Andrew Lachman
Kazie Metzger and John Harvey
Susan Meyer and Marsha Melnick
Rabbi Diana Miller
Linda and Judson Miner
Sarah Anne Minkin
Dr. Deborah Dash Moore
Eva Moseley
Prof. Seymour Moskowitz
Rabbi Linda Motzkin
and Rabbi Jonathan Rubenstein
Rabbi Mara Nathan
Dr. Rachel Jewelewicz-Nelson
and Rabbi Dr. David W. Nelson
Jane Newman and Amy Lange
Rabbi Marianne Novak
Craig Oettinger
Lisa Olin
Dr. Susan Oppenheim
Rabbi Luciana Pajecki Lederman
and Alon Lederman
Joseph Palca
Cecelia Raker
Rabbi Debra Rappaport and Bob Zelle
Shofar Society
The Shofar Society includes everyone who supports T'ruah as a monthly sustainer.

$500-$999

Rabbi Frederick Reeves
Michelle Roos
Mark Rosenberg and Ilene Safyan
Rabbi John Rosove
Rabbi Francine Roston
Rabbi Julie Roth and Rabbi Justus Baird
Rabbi Rachel Rubenstein
Dr. John Ruskay
Sheldon and Naidine Saitlin
PB Schechter
Michael Schechter
Margo Schlanger and Samuel Bagenstos
Rabbi Gerald Serotta
Myra Shapiro
Rabbi David Shneyer
Beverly Shurman Lavitt and Alan Lavitt
Benjamin Silverman
Rabbi Rachel Silverman
Rabbi Joel Soffin
Rabbi Marc Soloway
Ronna Stamm and Paul Lehman
Eileen Stern
Judith and Rabbi Dr. Jack Stern
Jon and Barb Sternlieb
Sandor and Faye Straus
Sylvia Weider-Amber Family Foundation
Rabbi Rachel Timoner
Maria Towe
Marianne Udow-Phillips and Bill Phillips
Rabbi Burton Visotzky
Rabbi Arthur Waskow and Phyllis Berman
Rabbi Sarah and Eric Weissman
Rabbi Ariann Weitzman
Rabbi Michael and Rebecca White
Rabbi Nancy Wiener and Judith Tax
Ronnie Williams and Suzanne Arnopolin
Diane Wilson
Rabbi Lina Zerbarini
Robert Zimmerman

Martin Abramowitz
Rabbi Howard Cohen
Rabbi David Ackerman
Colin Coltrera
Rabbi Howard Addison
Rabbi Neil Comess-Daniels
Paul Adler
Deena Cowans
Aaron Ahuvia
Tobias Curren
Rabbi Steven Altescu
Elia D’Onofrio
Rich Amend
Rabbi Julie Danan
Jenna Andelman
Rabbi Jo David
William Anshen
Nadav David
Dr. Marjorie Bates
Rabbi Steven Denker
Audrey Beerman
Rabbi Robert Dobrusin
Rabbi Neil Comess-Daniels
Rabbi Megan Doherty
Rabbi Steven Denker
Matt Dreffin
Rabbi Robert Dobrusin
Rabbi Jo David
Rabbi Steven Denker
Madd Dreffin
Rabbi Robert Dobrusin
Rabbi Steven Denker
Rabbi Jo David
Madd Dreffin

Alan Fortnoff
Claire Foster
Rabbi Laurie Franklin
Rabbi Shoshana Friedman
Debbie Friedman
Rabbi Margaret Frisch Klein
Bonnie Korman
Chelsea Garbell
Tim Gaylord
Rabbi Jonah Geffen
Chani Getter
Ross Gianfortune
Dr. Martina Gillen
Stephanie Glass
Rabbi Benjamin Goldberg
Lee Goldberg
Rabbi Dan Goldblatt
Rabbi Elizabeth Goldstein
Rabbi Lisa Grant
Melissa Gregory
Rabbi Suzanne Griffel
Rabbi Daniel Grapper
Rabbi Nadya Gross
Helene Haapala
Hadar Harris
Rabbi Lindsey Healey-Pollack
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Rabbi Lauren Henderson
Rabbi Floyd Herman
Kari Hexem
Rabbi Lizzi Heydemann
Cantor Linda Hirschhorn
Rabbi Jo Hirschmann
Judy Hollander
Dina Hornreich
Cantor Mark Horowitz
Rabbi Jocee Hudson
Scott Hunter
Michael Hurta
Michael Jacobson
Rabbi Devorah Jacobson
Rabbi Jennifer Jaech
Rabbi David Jaffe
Rabbi Randy Kafka
Robert Kahn
Rabbi Rachel Kahn-Troster
Rabbi Cassi Kail
Laura Duhan Kaplan
Rabbi Debra Kassoff
Rabbi Nancy Kasten
Brian Kaye
Rabbi Justin Kerber
Rabbi Daniel Kirzane
Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum
Rivko Knox
Janet Kolodner
Laura Shapiro Kramer
Rabbi Marc Kraus
Kirk Lambert
Talia Laster
Rabbi Esther Lederman
Susan Lesser
Iain Levine
Ava Liberman
Cantor Patti Linsky
Ariela Lovett
Rabbi Marc Margolius
Patricia Margules
Rabbi Susan Marks
Deni Marshall
Rabbi Sara Meirowitz
Carole Merl
Miles Meth
Rabbi Jessica Meyer
Rabbi Joshua Mikutis
Sharon Minsuk
Judy Nadell
Rabbi Ariel Naveh
Rabbi Preston Neimeiser
Amelia Overbay-Day
Linda Owen
Judy Papenfus
Nancy Passow
Rabbi Ephraim Pelcovits
Rebecca Peretz-Lange
Carrie Pollack
Rabbi Salem Pearce
Francine Perlman
Rabbi Jill Perlman
Netanya Perluss
Paula Popper
David Pressman
Nina Price
Rabbi Sally Priesand
Michal Raucher
Ali Rice
Rabbi Yair Robinson
Robert Romero
Mira Rose
Bruce Rosen
Rabbi Shani Rosenbaum
Ivan Rosenberg
Rhonda Rosenheck
Rabbi Ken Rosenstein
Jonathan Ross
Rabbi Michael Rothbaum
Rabbi Gila Ruskin
Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg
Michael Schechter
Rabbi Simone Schicker
Lisa Schwartz
Rabbi Gerald Serotta
Amy Shakun
Susan Shamash
Rabbi Jacob Siegel
Naomi Siegel
Rabbi Melissa Simon
Darius Sivin
Alanna Sklover
Rabbi Jonathan Slater
Sara Sloan
Jeanne Snodgrass
David Snyder
Rabbi Matthew Soffer
Talya Sokoll
Rabbi Marc Soloway
Rabbi Talia Stein
Ahouva Steinhaus
Rabbi David Steinberg
Rabbi Naomi Steinberg
Phil Steinberg
Rabbi Lisa Stella
Jessie Stickgold-Sarah
Peggy Strickling
Love Suarez
Cynthia Sultan
Ilan Sumka
Leah Swiler
Jessica Thompson
Judith Tuller
Rabbi David Vaisberg
Stuart Warren
Rabbi Seth Wax
Bruce Waxman
Rabbi Deborah Waxman
Jennifer Weimhoff-Greunhagen
Jaime Weisberg
Allison White
Jeremy Wolfe
Rabbi Michal Woll
Rabbi Eric Woodward
Esther Wright
Nathan Young
Leonard Zablow
Marcia Zaccaria
Fiscal Year 2020 was a year of incredible challenges. We entered a global pandemic and faced one of the most crucial presidential elections in a lifetime. We saw governments around the world turn their backs on families facing separation, hunger, and destruction, and renewed our commitment to speaking out for our shared humanity. We endured multiple Israeli elections, and an initiative that threatened to legally annex part of the West Bank.

T’ruah powered the rabbis and cantors who joined racial justice uprisings and took action for immigrant justice. We trained the next generation of Jewish moral leaders to lead their communities in working for human rights, both in the U.S. and Canada, and in Israel and the occupied Palestinian territories. We changed public policy around incarceration — and did it all in the midst of enormous upheaval in our public, personal, and spiritual lives.

Our work after this year is more necessary than ever. Moving forward, T’ruah is going deeper with this work and setting out on an ambitious path to expand our impact. The events, actions, coalitions, and leaders who took part in our work in 2019-2020 continue to be the inspiration and motivation for this growth.

This year taught us once again that our safety is connected — and that together, we can accomplish incredible things.
My rabbinate is forever changed. I will never again underestimate the importance and effectiveness of being there, of simple presence. And I'm just so grateful to T'ruah for providing me with that opportunity.

PRESTON NEIMEISER
HEBREW UNION COLLEGE (‘21), SUMMER FELLOW 2020